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Abstract— Peer-to-peer (p2p) systems is a good and cheep alternative for traditional server-client system to providing video streaming for huge number of users; the topology is the one of most important part of these systems. Tree topology is widely used to be the backbone of p2p live video systems in networks’ research or in local networks, mostly in this topology every peer (except leafs) has same number of children peers. This study proposed an innovative algorithm to determine the maximum capacity of children peers based on the farther peer bandwidth and make Max-1 topology applicable in heterogeneous global networks, Max-1 shows 12% better performance than ideal tree topology (guided by human).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A peer-to-peer (p2p) network is a network built over the physical network. Hence, the p2p network uses physical network routing and forwarding functions. In a p2p network, peers cooperate to provide services to each other; thus, peers are simultaneously clients and servers. This is the main difference of this system from a server-based system, wherein centralized servers provide services to clients [1, 2].

P2p networks are usually built in the application layer. Peers in the p2p network are connected via logical links, and the link between two peers may take several hops in the physical network. These links between peers construct the path of the payload direction in the p2p network called the p2p network topology [3].

A p2p network is formed by choosing a subset of physical network nodes. The connection between these subset nodes are peer links. The links between peers have different methods and procedures of selection. This has an impact on p2p network quality and performance. These links comprise the so-called p2p network topology. Choosing a connection link between peers in the p2p network is usually done using information obtained from the physical network. This is used to construct the p2p network topology. P2p network topology can be divided into two main types: unstructured and structured topologies [4].

In unstructured topology peers can join and leave with usually some determinants like sending request to joining and leaving and selecting its neighbors, as an unstructured p2p network does not require information on the physical network [5] the most popular type of unstructured topology is mesh topology. An unstructured p2p network is based on a random graph to choose the connection for each peer; the most common topology in unstructured p2p network is the mesh topology [6]. The structured topology is tightly controlled, and there is no randomization in peers’ arrangement. Each peer is organized into a structured graph and each peer registers with serves, providing information that is required by the server, the most famous and useable type of structured topology is tree topology, tree topology is the best example of structured topology [7, 8].

II. TREEO TOPOLOGY

Tree topology is a structured topology wherein peers participating in live video streaming session form a tree structure at the application layer, with the video source server acting as the root of this tree. Every peer in this tree becomes a part of a certain level. In tree topology, each peer receives the video from its parent peer at one level above and forwards the received video to its children peers at one level below [9]. Figure 1 shows the tree topology.

Some algorithms exist for constructing this type of topology, putting every peer in the suitable level, and choosing the parent and children. All these algorithms attempt to decrease the levels of the tree by increasing the number of peers per each level [10]. The reason behind the reduction of the tree levels is to reduce the number of hops taken by the chunks, and thus reduce video delay, especially at lower levels [11].

There few techniques have been proposed to solve peer joining and leaving issue; in peer joining there are the following techniques:

- All peers in the network have constant maximum number of children; every joining peer try to connect to peer has children less than the maximum number of children.
- Using round robin method to add joining peer to the peers in the network; the server applying these method to all peers in the network one by one.
Tree topology is usually used for scientific applications or for small number of peers in limited geographical area when peers resources and assigning jobs to peers can be easy to estimated, otherwise, using tree topology in large scale of peers or with wide geographical area make discovering peers’ resources and dealing with peers joining and leaving issues unmanageable [13]. Therefore, some studies used fixed number of children peers for each parent peer in the network [14].

The majority of p2p systems existing nowadays used mesh topology such as PPLive [15], SopCast [16], PPStream [17], etc. This study proposed innovative algorithm for constructing tree topology for heterogeneous networks, and make this type of topology applicable in large scale.

III. METHODOLOGY

There are two main parts of the network, video source server and peers. To constructing the proposed topology few steps has been taken for each part of this network and they are:

- Initialize the network and server.
- Calculate peers’ maximum capacity to provide video streaming to other peers based on video bitrate.
- Allocate the joined peer in a suitable position within the network.
- Establish connection between joined peer, preferably father peer and children peers.
- Sort network peers; the fastest peers are allocated at level 1 and the second fastest peers at level 2 and so on, until the slowest peers are allocated at the bottom level on the tree topology.

A. Peer-To-Peer Network Server and Initialization

p2p network initialization is also called p2p network bootstrapping. In this step we consider the video source server the only peer at the first level of the tree (level 0); the server represents the root of the network tree, whereas the server does not like other peers in this network because it only sends the video payload without receiving it. The other task of the server is to manage the whole network and its structure and save all information of peers’ resources; this information will be saved in distributed hash table (DHT) in the server itself.

B. Connections of Joined Peers

After initializing the video source server, peers will try to join the network. The proposed topology depends on locating every peer to a suitable place in the network so as to use the maximum bandwidth of the peer. Every peer in the proposed methodology tries to connect with a peer who has the highest bandwidth and has enough space in remaining upload bandwidth to deliver video streaming to another child. The father peer can accept any number of children peers in as much as a father peer can send the same packet with “T” period of playing video to all its children within T time, where T is a constant period of time. In other words, if we take a T=1 second, with 300Kbps video bitrate of video live streaming, then the packet sends from father peer to its children equal 300Kb (or 37.5 KB) for each child peer in one second.

The procedure to find maximum capacity of children peers for each father peer is achieved by sending the packet with a size equal to video bitrate per second; if the packet delivered for all children peers within one second time, another peer will join the father peer and become another child. Adding new children will continue until the time of servicing children by sending video chunk is longer than one second, then the connection between last child and father will be disconnected; the figure 2 illustrates this procedure.

In figure 2 we assume that the server at level 0 has six peer capacity as children at level 1; this server can provide six peers with a video bitrate at level 1. Actually, these peers have been added one by one, and after adding each peer, there is a checking operation to test father ability peer every time and every peer at level 1. Checking here refers to bandwidth checking which is done by calculating the remaining bandwidth after each addition. We use the round time trip (RTT) method to do this checking; the packet size we use in RTT is equal to video bitrate per second.

If the packet is received within one second, this means that the bandwidth between these two peers is bigger than video bitrate. Applying RTT method with packet size is equal to video bitrate After every peer addition between father peer and its children peers the system can be informed if it can add more children or not; if all children peers receive the packet
with bitrate size within one second, another peer can be added, otherwise the last peer added will be disconnected and will connect with another father. The remaining peers represent the maximum capacity of father peer, and the numbers of children peer will have no changes.

C. Rearranging Peer Positions

After calculating the maximum children peers’ capacity for each peer on the p2p network, there will be a disconnection between the father and its lowest bandwidth son, and then the number of children for each peer will be less by one than its maximum capacity (Maxchildren-1). The purpose behind keeping the number of children for each peer less than a maximum is to use the remaining bandwidth for rearranging the peers’ position in the network without affecting the delivery of the video chunks to its children peers. Figure 2 shows the procedure of calculating the maximum number of children; the final number of children will be less than one peer. Figure 3 shows the final number of the children peers.

![Fig. 3. Maxchildren -1 method](image)

The purpose of rearranging the peers on the network is to make the highest bandwidth peers (super peers) at level 1, where they will be the children of the video source server at level 0 and the second highest at level 2 and becomes the children of peers at level 1, etc. This arrangement of the peers is based on their bandwidth which has a big effect on reducing the delay of the video to the minimum, whereas the delay is the most important issue in video live streaming and the most important parameter to evaluate the performance on the p2p video live systems.

In this study, the peers rearranging operation looks like integer number sorting; these numbers represent the RTT between each two peers; peers sorting will start when every peer tries to join the network. During network bootstrap, the first group of peers connects direct to the video source server constructing level 1 of the network. When more peers join the network there are often some peers in the network faster than some or all peers at level 1; the delay in video chunk delivery at upper levels cause a delay in the entire network, while the delay at lower levels cause a delay at only these levels; therefore, placing fastest peers at the top level near the video source server will improve the whole network performance and reduce video delivery delay to the minimum. The flowchart in figure 3.4 explains the procedure we follow to sort peers on the network which can be summarized in the following steps:

- When a group of peers becomes children to a father peer, a father peer will save information about each one of its children peers; this information is about the bandwidth between each child with its father and if these children peers are the maximum capacity of the father peer or not.

- When a new peer joins the network, this peer will apply RTT method between itself and video source server afterwards and continue doing RTT with every peer at all levels one by one from the upper level to the lower level. The purpose of applying RTT between the joined peer and other peers is to search for a suitable place for the joined peer, which can improve the performance of the whole network; if the joined peer during its search finds a suitable position, then searching will be stopped and the joined peer will be connected with the peer who gives better RTT- the joined peer will be child of the other peer (father peer). Applying RTT between new joined peer and all the peers in the network will happen only with the first hundred of the network peers; thereafter, a well known artificial intelligence algorithm called “greedy algorithm” will be applied to reduce the time needed to find the suitable position [18, 19].

- After the new joined peer connecting a child peer with another peer (father peer), a checking operation will be applied to check if the number of the children peers exceed the maximum capacity of the father peer or not. If the children number does not exceed the maximum number of the child peers, then the new joined peer will only connect with father peer, otherwise, the father peer will choose the peer with the lowest bandwidth.
and disconnect it. Later, the peer with the lowest bandwidth will be the new joined peer and start search operation for new suitable operation.

- The disconnecting peer will not really disconnect from its father peer until it finds its new suitable position and connects with another father; this method allows peers to change their positions in the network with continuous video streaming.
- Calculating the maximum number of children for each peer will be achieved by the same method as explained in section 2.2 and the maximum number of children for each peer is Maxchildren-1.
- If the disconnected peer has children peers, these peers will be children peers of the new joined peer to make video streaming continuous.

Based on the above, we can understand why we need to reduce the children peer number to maximum minus one (Maxchildren-1); there are four benefits to this number of peers:

- To save space of the changeable peer bandwidth; the bandwidth of any peer is not stable, although most of these changes are not so big, there is some probability that some peers have large changes in its bandwidth; this peer bandwidth will be reduced significantly and the bandwidth reductions will affect the video delivery time and produce needs for more than T time to deliver video streaming to all children peers.
- To use the space of the remaining bandwidth to avoid local bottleneck problems during applying RTT from the joined peer in peers rearranging operation.
- To allow the peer who should disconnect (when father peer exceeds maximum children peer) to apply RTT and find new suitable position in the network but still receive video streaming from father peer at the same time.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. Testing Environment

The implementation environment contained from one hundred computers, and one server as a video source in the NAv6 network. Each computer (peer), has different bandwidth than others; using “Net Limiter” software to control to the bandwidth and produce peers with high diversity in bandwidth [20]. There are two different video types has been used in the experiments, these video types have different bitrate, the video bitrates has been used in implementation are: 250Kbps, 400Kbps.

The same environment of the implementation has applied for pure tree topology; to compare the results. The tree topology that has been used in this study is ideal tree topology whereas each father peer has maximum number of children peers (guided by human to get best results), this type of tree topology is ideal and most of tree topology based on constant number of children peers, this ideal tree topology has been used in this study because this type of tree topology gives the best results of broadcasting video. Therefore, this type of tree topology gives this study more challenge. Two parameters have been considered, the delay of video chunks and the number of chunks hops for each peer.

The numbers of video chunk hops calculated by the following equation:

\[ \sum_{k=1}^{n} (k \times \text{NoPLK}) \]  

Whereas NoPLK means the number of peers in the level k and n represent the number of network level.

The average of the delay of video chunks for each peer can be calculated according to the following equation:

\[ \text{Average delay chunks for peer} = \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{n} \text{Chunk} k}{n} \]  

Where n represent the number of video chunks.

As mentioned before the testing environment contained from one video server and 100 peers, by using Netlimiter software, the bandwidth of server and peers has been managed to construct three networks; slow, medium, and fast network. The upload bandwidths of the peers are bigger than zero and less than 40% of server uploads bandwidth.

\[ 0 < \text{Peer upload bandwidth} < 0.4 \times \text{server bandwidth} \]

The bandwidth of peers divided to eight categories each level contained of number of peers as shown in Table 1. Whereas, peers in category 1 are slowest peers with bandwidth less than the video bitrate and peers in category 8 are fastest peers with bandwidth between 35-40% of the video server. The bandwidth of the peers in the network has been chosen randomly between these two values, this categories has been derived from.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number of Peers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The first network (slow network), has video server with upload bandwidth 4Mbps, whereas the values of bandwidth between 1760Kbps and 136kbps.

The second network (medium network), has video server with upload bandwidth 6Mbps, whereas the values of bandwidth between 2400Kbps and 200Kbps.

Finally third network (fast network) has video server with upload bandwidth 8MB, whereas the values of bandwidth between 3200Kbps and 400Kbps.

Each network has been tested with 250 and 400 Kbps video bitrate. In each experiment the peers joining sequence has been chosen randomly.

**B. Experiments Results**

The experiments result has been gained by each network tested by the two types of video bitrate and evaluate according bandwidth usage, number of video chunks hops, and video chunk delay.

1) **Network 1 with 250Kbps Video Bitrate Streaming**: The first scenario of experiments is using video streaming with 250Kbps of video bitrate in network 1. Number of hops in any p2p network is always based on the levels; therefore reduce the number of the levels in any topology leads to reduce the number of cunks’ hops, which has major effect in network performance. Figure 4 shows number of levels of Max-1 and tree topologies in this scenario.

![Fig. 4. Number of levels and their number of peers in network 1 with 250Kbps video streaming](image)

In this experiment Max-1 topology shows about 19% over all better performance comparing to regular tree topology performance. The delay average in Max-1 topology has better performance than tree topology because the number of peers in level 3 in Max-1 topology less than tree topology, which leads to reduce the delay time as normal results of reducing number of the chunks hops in level 3.

2) **Network 2 with 250Kbps Video Bitrate Streaming**: The second scenario of experiments is using video streaming with 250Kbps of video bitrate in network. The number of levels of the Max-1 and tree topologies in this scenario shows in figure 6.

![Fig. 6. Number of levels and their number of peers in network 2 with 250Kbps video streaming](image)

In this scenario, both Max-1 and tree topology has two levels, this similarity of number of levels happened because the tree topology has good performance when peers in the network has high bandwidth comparing to video bitrate. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max-1</th>
<th>Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One chunk</td>
<td>All chunks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195</td>
<td>195000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Max-1 topology shows 13.7% better performance than tree topology in term of number of hops, this good performance belongs to Maxchildren – 1 method. Table 5.2 shows the chunk hops for chunks during video providing time has same increasing ration comparing to Max-1 topology and tree topology, because both of the topologies used same size of video chunk.

The other factor of the topology evaluation, is to evaluate the performance of the Max-1 topology is chunk delay time, figure 5 shows the average delay time of chunks delivery in each peer in the network for Max-1 and tree topology for 1000 second of video streaming.

![Fig. 5. Chunks delay average in network 1 with 250Kbps video streaming](image)
results of number of hops of video chunks shown in table 3, these results has been calculated by equation 1, table 3 also shows the number of hops for all chunks during providing video time.

**TABLE III**

NUMBER OF CHUNK HOPS IN NETWORK 2 WITH 250Kbps VIDEO STREAMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max-1</th>
<th>Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One chunk</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All chunks</td>
<td>177000</td>
<td>176000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high bandwidth for the peers in the network comparing to video bitrate is perfect conditions for tree topology, this conditions leads tree topology to has only 0.56% better performance than Max-1 topology in term of number of chunks hops, because using Maxchildren – 1 method reduce one peer in level 1 and added this peer to level 2.

In this scenario Max-1 topology performance become more similar to tree, because the difference become bigger between video bitrate and peers. Max-1 topology has 3.77% overall better performance comparing to tree topology in term of average chunks delay time.

3) **Network 3 with 250Kbps Video Bitrate Streaming**: The third scenario of experiments is using video streaming with 250Kbps of video bitrate in network 3, this network considered as network with peers with high bandwidth. Figure 8 shows number of levels for both topologies.

**TABLE IV**

NUMBER OF CHUNK HOPS IN NETWORK 3 WITH 250Kbps VIDEO STREAMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Max-1</th>
<th>Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One chunk</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All chunks</td>
<td>169000</td>
<td>168000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to previous scenario Max-1 and tree topology both of them have two levels only and Max-1 topology have one peer less than tree topology in level 1 and one peer more in level 2, Max-1 topology acts like a tree topology because the big difference between peers bandwidth and video bitrate, based to these number of level of the both topologies, table 4 shows the number of hops for this scenario.

In this scenario shows tree topology has 0.59% better performance than Max-1 topology, because using Maxchildren – 1 method as mentioned before. Figure 9 shows chunks delay for this scenario.

**Fig. 9.** Chunks delay average in network 3 with 250Kbps video streaming

Figure 9 shows the result of chunks delay of the Max-1 topology comparing with regular tree topology, as mentioned before, the value of delay here for each peer represent the average delay for all video chunks for this peer through 1000 seconds. As scenario two, chunks delay in Max-1 topology become similar to tree topology with 3% overall better performance for Max-1 topology, tree topology has best performance with peers have high bandwidth, Max-1 topology works as organized tree topology because the effecting of the small size of the video bitrate comparing the most of peers’ bandwidth.

4) **Network 1 with 400Kbps Video Bitrate Streaming**: In this scenario a new video bitrate comparing to the previous three scenarios has been used, this bitrate is 400Kbps; in this scenario network 1 has been used to broadcast the video streaming. Figure 10 shows number of levels in Max-1 and tree topologies.

**Fig. 10.** Number of levels and their number of peers in network 1 with 400Kbps video streaming
In this scenario Max-1 topology has three levels, while tree topology contained from four levels; applying Max-1 topology in slow network with bigger video bitrate shows the high performance of this topology and increase the differences between Max-1 topology and tree topology. The number of chunks hops shows in table V.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE V</th>
<th>NUMBER OF CHUNK HOPS IN NETWORK 1 WITH 400Kbps VIDEO STREAMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One chunk</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All chunks</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max-1 topology shows high performance in term of reduce number of hops of video chunks, the usage of high bandwidth peers and located it in first level reduce number of levels and number of video chunk hops as well, Max-1 topology has 20.78% overall better performance comparing to tree topology. For chunk delay diagram, figure 11 shows it for Max-1 and tree topologies.

In this scenario Max-1 topology has 24.17% overall better performance comparing to tree topology, this difference of the performance happened because Max-1 topology has three levels only while tree topology has four levels, which leads to more chunk hops and more delay as well.

5) Network 2 with 400Kbps Video Bitrate Streaming: The second scenario for 400Kbps, is using this video bitrate streaming in network 2, figure 12 shows the number of levels in both of topologies in this scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VI</th>
<th>NUMBER OF CHUNK HOPS IN NETWORK 2 WITH 400Kbps VIDEO STREAMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One chunk</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All chunks</td>
<td>244000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the previous table, Max-1 topology has 8.08% better performance than tree topology. In this scenario, although both Max-1 and tree topology has same number of levels, Max-1 topology has more peers in level 2 and less peers in level three than tree topology, therefore Max-1 topology has less number of chunks hops in this scenario. In term of chunks delay figure 13 shows chunks delay in the both topologies as following.

In this scenario Max-1 topology has 10% overall better performance comparing to tree, Max-1 topology has better performance over tree topology because Max-1 topology has less number of peers in level 3 than tree topology, which leads to reduce number of chunks hops and reduce chunk time delay as well.

6) Network 3 with 400Kbps Video Bitrate Streaming: The sixth scenario is using 400Kbps video bitrate with the fast network, the number of levels in both topologies can be shown in figure 14.
Max-1 topology shows good performance in term of number of levels; Max-1 topology needs two levels to providing video streaming to all peers in the network, tree topology needs to three levels to broadcasting the video in the network, according to the levels table 7 shows number of chunks hops for both topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE VII</th>
<th>NUMBER OF CHUNK HOPS IN NETWORK 3 WITH 400Kbps VIDEO STREAMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One chunk</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All chunks</td>
<td>181000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max-1 topology shows 3.72% overall better performance than tree topology performance in term of chunks hops, although Max-1 topology has one level less than tree topology, Max-1 topology has only 3.72% better performance because there are only eight peers in level 3 in tree topology. Chunks delay average in this scenario shown in figure 15 as following for the three topologies.

![Fig. 15. Chunks delay average in network 3 with 400Kbps video streaming](image)

In this scenario Max-1 topology has 5.5% overall better performance comparing to tree topology; the small difference between Max-1 topology and tree topology belongs to there are only eight peers in level three of tree topology, and these types of fast network are very suitable for tree topology.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This research proposes innovative method to construct tree topology for p2p video live streaming called Max-1, the method based on two main factors; peers upload bandwidth and video bitrate, Max-1 topology shows flexibility and applicability in real world with heterogeneous networks, Max-1 topology has been tested in three types of networks with two types of video bitrates, and the results compared with ideal tree topology (guided by human to get best results); Max-1 topology shows 12% better performance than ideal tree topology MAX-1 algorithm makes tree topology applicable for heterogeneous networks in any type and size of networks to video broadcasting, instead regular tree topology which was limited for local networks and academic use only.
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